Abstract: This paper presents a comprehensive survey on Arabic cursive scene text recognition. The recent years' publications in this field have witnessed the interest shift of document image analysis researchers from recognition of optical characters to recognition of characters appearing in natural images. Scene text recognition is a challenging problem due to the text having variations in font styles, size, alignment, orientation, reflection, illumination change, blurriness and complex background. Among cursive scripts, Arabic scene text recognition is contemplated as a more challenging problem due to joined writing, same character variations, a large number of ligatures, the number of baselines, etc. Surveys on the Latin and Chinese script-based scene text recognition system can be found, but the Arabic like scene text recognition problem is yet to be addressed in detail. In this manuscript, a description is provided to highlight some of the latest techniques presented for text classification. The presented techniques following a deep learning architecture are equally suitable for the development of Arabic cursive scene text recognition systems. The issues pertaining to text localization and feature extraction are also presented. Moreover, this article emphasizes the importance of having benchmark cursive scene text dataset. Based on the discussion, future directions are outlined, some of which may provide insight about cursive scene text to researchers.
Introduction
Advancement in cameras of hand-held gadgets prompt their users to capture scene images having overlaid text. In today's era, most people have specialized gadgets to capture scene images for obtaining information during work, a journey, etc. The camera-captured images may contain much textual information in addition to semantic knowledge represented by graphics or in pictures. The text appearing in natural images is usually used for conveying information to people. The scene text is represented by different types of font styles and sizes having various backgrounds, including building, sea, mountain, forest, etc., which are termed as noise and may halt the smooth process of text recognition from natural images. The natural images having text can be seen on signboards, banners and advertising notes or boards. The text extraction from a natural image is an emerging research field as far as cursive scene text recognition is concerned. This problem is noted to be a challenging one due to implicit noise like blur, lighting condition, text alignment, styles, orientation and the size of text attached to the image. Moreover, a complex background sometimes makes it difficult to extract the text in comparison with traditional Optical Character Recognition (OCR).
The extracted text from natural scene images is beneficial for applications such as text search in a video, text extraction from videos, content-based retrieval, search engines and in those applications where text in an image has an important concern. The focus of this paper remains on the investigation and analysis of state-of-the-art techniques developed for text extraction and recognition of textual data as captured in an image. This paper particularly emphasizes the work presented in recently-proposed research on cursive text, especially Arabic scene text recognition.
A cursive word is more related to and used with script, which means any penmanship style by using the various symbols of any language that is written in a conjoined and flowing way. The text other than printed Latin may be taken from different writing styles. There are numerous complicated scripts that exist, like in Arabic, Chinese, and Japanese, that are categorized as cursive in nature, either taken by a specialized camera, synthetic means or in handwritten form. Plain or Latin text recognition is no longer a research problem as many researchers have proposed a solution for efficient printed, handwritten and scene text recognition for Latin [1] [2] [3] [4] systems. However, the recognition of non-Latin scripts still poses a great challenge and requires more effort from the research community to address it.
A non-Latin and prominent cursive script is Arabic. In Arabic, the text is cursive in nature because isolated characters do not represent any meaning unless they are used in conjunction with other characters, as presented in Figure 1 . There are four positions of a character in a word. These positions may be initial, middle, final or as an isolated character. Due to various appearances of the same character, the segmentation becomes very difficult to perform. For this reason, implicit segmentation approaches are presented to handle the segmentation problem [4, 5] . The following are the highlighted issues related to Arabic-like cursive scripts.
1. More than one shape of a character increases the complexity in character recognition. 2. The diacritics on a character are a more important feature of some characters in Arabic, because without using them, it becomes difficult to read a proper word and understand its meaning. 3. Contrary to Latin, the writing style is from right to left.
In recent years, the research work based on implicit segmentation and context learning classifiers on Arabic/Urdu script OCRs either in printed or in handwritten form have been described in [4] [5] [6] . The state-of-the-art technique like Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [7] has been applied to Urdu cursive script and resulted in achieving remarkable accuracies as reported on this intrinsic script in [4, 5, 8] . Although the work on optical character recognition of Urdu-Arabic-like scripts tried to present commendable solutions as shown in recent research publication on this subject, the recognition of Arabic scene text has not shown significant results yet. As discussed earlier, the techniques that have been applied to OCR systems have failed catastrophically on Arabic scene text recognition. This is due to the complex structure of Arabic scene text images in the presence of varied styles of text represented in any colour and in any orientation regardless of following any font style and size. Efforts are being made to overcome the difficulties in this direction, and some research work has been reported, which will be detailed later in this article. There is supplementary inter-and intra-class variation in the text extracted from natural images. It is comparatively easier to recognize Latin script from natural images, unlike Arabic, Chinese, Japanese or any other cursive script. Figure 2 shows scene text images of different languages. This survey summarizes the work of other researchers who have contributed to cursive scene text recognition since 2009 to date. In addition to that, the status of Arabic or Arabic-like scripts is also accentuated. Arabic script is one of the most common and the second largest language, having the status of the national languages of the Arabian Peninsula. Around more than one billion users in the world communicate in the Arabic script-based languages in reading and writing. The writing style of Arabic script is from right to left with the combination of diacritics, which is considered an integral part in making a word more meaningful. There is a variety of techniques presented for Arabic or Arabic-like text recognition, either in printed [8] , scanned or handwritten format [6] .
The existing methods designed for scene text detection and recognition may be categorized into texture-based, component-based and hybrid-based methods.
1. The texture-based method relies on the properties of an image like intensity and hue values, wavelet transformation of an image and by applying different filtration techniques, which contribute to representing the image. Such properties may help to detect the text in an image as explained in some of the presented work, like [9] [10] [11] [12] . 2. The component-based method depends on the specific region(s) of an image. The region is often marked by colour clustering and coordinate values. Different filtration techniques may be applied to segment the text and non-text region from an image. If scene text images are taken in specific settings, then component-based methods produce good results. This method is not suitable for invariant text images like the difference in font size, rotation, etc. Some researchers proposed their techniques by using this method, as mentioned by the researchers in [4, 5, 7, 13, 14] . 3. The hybrid methods share the characteristics of both texture-based and component-based methods.
The candidate regions is determined by using both techniques on the same image, as explored in some works, as mentioned in [15] [16] [17] [18] .
The text segmentation approaches that have been applied to OCR systems can also be applied to scene text recognition systems, as reported by [19, 20] . These approaches produced state-of-the-art results on OCR either being applied to cursive or to non-cursive scripts. The text in natural images and that in printed or scanned documents do not share any commonalities. That is why these approaches drastically failed on scene text recognition systems.
Numerous ideas have been proposed to address the complexities involved in scene text recognition. However, it may be categorized as a problem of the OCR field that contemplates different approaches to recognize scene text. The accuracies reported on various OCR techniques hone scene text images in the presence of non-text patterns. However, scene text recognition is labelled as a specialized problem of OCR, but there are distinct issues relevant to scene text recognition in comparison to typical OCR systems. One of the prominent issues in scene text is localization of a text from natural scene images. There are numerous techniques presented to address text localization as explained in [21] [22] [23] [24] and text classification as examined in [25] [26] [27] [28] , respectively. This survey summarizes recent techniques designed for both phases, i.e., feature extraction and classification in scene text recognition. Active research contributions on scene text have been witnessed during past few years. Primarily, the proposed techniques have been applied to localization and recognition of Latin text from natural images [9, 10, 14] . The cursive script postulates more of a challenge to recognize text from the acquired image. As mentioned earlier, Arabic script is cursive in nature due to the inherent variability of single and joining characters [4, 29] . Figure 3 shows the Arabic and Latin camera-captured scene text. In recent years, a few research works have been reported [30] [31] [32] on Arabic text recognition especially in video images, but there is no standard dataset available for the aforementioned purpose. The work reporting on Arabic scene text is relevant to the images clipped from videos, as explained in [32] [33] [34] . Today, due to advanced media in every country, there are numerous international, national and regional news telecasts by each country. Thus, video text is easier to get in comparison to the proposed camera-captured scene text images. The text represented in a news video can be categorized into two types, i.e., artificial text and scene text. The text that is artificially overlaid on a video image is treated as prior, whereas the text image taken from camera during video capturing is classified as later. It is obvious that OCR will not directly process the video image because the nature of OCR is more towards processing clean document images taken at standard resolution and in specific settings. The video images often have colour blending, blur, low resolution and complicated backgrounds in the presence of different objects.
This paper presents a comprehensive literature survey on cursive scripts, especially Arabic scene text recognition. The most influential and convincing work proposed in recent years is summarized in this paper. The state-of-the-art techniques for text detection have mainly been summarized by [35] . Another survey was compiled by [23] to discuss detection and recognition techniques, but it lacked recent state-of-the-art techniques. A very persuasive survey paper was written by [23] . They mostly discussed the latest techniques that were established in recent years for text detection and recognition, but with respect to Latin. Furthermore, they also discussed future trends.
The motivation behind the contribution of this survey is as follows:
1. Scattered works have been seen on cursive scene text recognition, especially in Arabic script. The aim is to provide detailed knowledge to researchers about the current status of work for the purpose of discussing the future possibilities of research in Arabic scene text analysis. 2. This survey provides a substantial contribution from the researcher's point of view to address the inherent complexities as explained in [4, 5, 8, 30] and proposes an idea of how to overcome them. 3 . The details about state-of-the-art techniques are also provided, which exhibit the research on cursive scene text recognition and may assist Arabic text recognition in natural images. 4 The presented survey is organized into different sections. The complexities in scene text recognition are summarized in Section 2. This section further summarizes the details about the solutions presented for text localization and classification. In addition, it also provides detail about available Arabic datasets. The advances of the deep learning network in text analysis are presented in detail in Section 3. Section 4 narrates discussion, while future directions are provided in Section 5. This survey is concluded in Section 6.
Complexities Involved in the Scene Text Recognition Process and Its Solutions
Text detection and recognition are contemplated as subtle tasks in scene text analysis. The three basic challenges identified by [35] are diversity in text, background complexity and embedded noise in text created by interference. The scene text may be overwhelmed by variations with respect to font size, colour, noise and inconsistent background. It becomes a challenge to recognize the text in the presence of such tricky impediments. The phases involved in scene text recognition are presented in Figure 4 . To counter the implicit problems associated with scene text, there exist various proposed techniques that address the inherent challenges faced for text appearing in natural images. These techniques achieved significant results, but all of them were applied to Latin script, as reported in [9, 14] . The following sub-sections elaborate each phase of the text recognition process in detail.
Methods Designed for Text Localization
Text detection or localization is regarded as an important part of information extraction systems. During recent years, novel approaches for text detection have been proposed by the pattern recognition, document image analysis and computer vision research communities [36] . In most of the surveyed work, it is observed that the script identification in multi-script scene text images is presented as a prominent focal point of current researcher's interest. The text detection and localization algorithms are not designed for a specific language. Instead, this process is the same for any type of language, but the recognition techniques may vary depending on the nature of the script's characteristics and complexity. Numerous methods have been reported in the past few years that describe the correct localization of text in natural images. Some of them have been explained in the following paragraphs with their reference.
Conditional Random Fields (CRF): This is a probabilistic method that predicts the sequence of missing information between the previous and current sequence of content appearing in order to make an exact or approximate label. One such work was presented by [37] : they proposed a hybrid approach for text localization, which was based on CRF. Their proposed method consisted of three stages, i.e., pre-processing, connected component analysis and minimum classification error. The connected component technique may lead to the problem of inaccurate localization of text; hence, CRF is employed to predict the accurate label.
Scale-based region growing: Text detection based on region growing was proposed by [11] . The process of region growing starts from the keypoints detected by the Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) algorithm [38] . By the SIFT algorithm, the keypoints of a given image were extracted, which is treated as a feature regardless of extracting the keypoints that appear in a text or a non-text region. Their algorithm defined the region's range and summed up all keypoints that fall in the range specified for the region; in this way, the region gradually grows larger. The extracted text blocks map geometrically, which sometimes includes background lines as a candidate region, which might decrease the OCR accuracy. To address this problem, they proposed a fast text block division algorithm, the detail of which can be seen in their manuscript [11] . Figure 5 shows the scale-based region growing with the identification of keypoints. Oriented stroke detection: The text stroke orientation may also play a vital role in scene text detection, as presented by [14] . The assumption lies in the fact that every character is represented by its stroke information. They measured the orientation of the character stroke. For instance, character "A" is represented by two stroke directions, one that is 60 degrees on the left and the other 180 degree on right, and both are joined on the top. One stroke makes zero degrees, which joins the left and right stroke from the middle. The gradient projection "G" of every character is modelled and noted down direction α with a scale "s", as described in their paper as follows,
R α is represented as a rotation matrix of an angle α; whereas, S s is labelled as the scaling matrix of a scale s. The detail about their proposed method can be seen in the manuscript [14] . The candidate region is detected, and it grows by detecting at least a single stroke in an image I.
Another work based on strokelets to detect multilingual text from scene images was proposed by [39] . The stroke information of every character has been taken into account and compared with the rest of the text for character recognition. The overall process was to find the centre of a candidate character by seeking maxima in the Hough transform using mean shift. The weighted average was used to determine the candidate cluster. A template of a window size of 5 × 7 was suggested to store the stroke information of each character. They used 63 classes, which were divided into 10 Arabic numerals and 52 English letters and one special class to handle the appearance of invalid characters. The evaluation was performed on two publicly-available datasets, i.e., dataset defined in International Conference of Document Analysis and Recognition dataset ICDAR2003 and Street View Text (SVT) [40] .
Text detector based on the Laplacian and Sobel filter: The orientation of text in video images portrays a challenge for researchers due to the constraint of the size and orientation of a text image. To address the problems and challenges in multi-orientation in video text images, Shivakumara et al. [34] proposed a text detection approach. They applied the product of the Laplacian and Sobel filter for enhancement of pixel values. The discontinuities in an image gave them a strong indication about the presence of text. They used a 3 × 3 mask to get the enhanced text pixels. The Laplacian is a second order derivative and is used to detect dissimilarities in four directions, i.e., horizontal, vertical, up left and up right. In this way, information of low or high contrast images was enhanced. However, the results they found were noisy. For the purpose of handling this noise, they used the product of the Laplacian and Sobel filter. The Sobel filter is a first derivative, and it produces a fine detail at discontinuities in the horizontal and vertical directions. They first individually applied both techniques and later combined the result as a product of both techniques.
Connected component analysis: This is a labelling technique that scans an image and groups its candidate pixels in a way that all connected pixels make a component that shares similar intensity values and some how their pixels get connected to each other. This technique is applied to natural images or to video text images for determination of text area. The video image often has a complex background, cluttered text and a jerking image. In this situation, it becomes very difficult for any type of method to produce encouraging results. The text localization using the stroke filter in video images was proposed by [41] . They designed a stroke filter in such a way that uses the properties of local feature analysis and global constraints. They employed connected component analysis for text localization in text regions. They applied the stroke filter on the source image and later analysed it by the connected component analysis technique. They compared the stroke filter with Cannoy, Gabor, Haar and ratio filters and came to the conclusion that the stroke filter was best among them.
Co-occurrence of the histogram of oriented gradients: Another cursive scene text detection and recognition work was presented by [42] . They proposed scene character recognition using the co-occurrence of the histogram having oriented gradients. The information about the oriented gradient of the image pixel is a point of interest, while ignoring its neighbouring pixel's values. The relevant pixels were selected based on the maximum offset represented in the horizontal and vertical directions. In this way, pixels made an orientation pair with reference to the central pixel, and covariance was accumulated at the end. The elaborated description of said approach may be found in their paper. They evaluated their technique on Latin, Bengali and Chinese script. They captured 260 Bengali scene text images. On the other hand, they collected 487 Chinese scene text images, and out of them, 3419 were used for training and 2763 for testing purposes. They also evaluated their proposed method on a Chinese dataset named ChiPhoto, which consisted of 343 scene text images. The ChiPhoto dataset includes classes that are not included in the Pan_Chinese_Character dataset. All Chinese images were normalized to x-height 13-365 pixels, while width was adjusted from 11-325 pixels, as explained in their research. They also mentioned their evaluated results on the English dataset. Their best result was reported on convolutional Co-HoG (Histogram of Gradients)
Maximally-Stable Extremal Regions (MSER): In computer vision, this is a well-known method for blob detection. It was first introduced by Pajdla et al. [43] . The correspondence between two image elements with two different view points was considered. The assumption was to extract a comprehensive number of image elements that contribute to matching the baseline, which helps with the detection of an object in an image. This algorithm has been applied to detect text candidates in various state-of-the-art applications [44] [45] [46] [47] . A multilingual text detection through MSER was proposed by [48] . They used MSER to detect text from the scene image. The input for the MSER algorithm is a greyscale image I g , and the output is I t , where t = 0-255. They first binarized the image with a threshold t. Every pixel was evaluated and changed into a black or a white area, where zero means completely black and 255 completely white. The white area in the image is called the extremal region. To detect extremal regions, the rest of the pixel area should be the same. The threshold T was applied to take the exact number of interested regions. By applying threshold T over the image, they obtained successive regions that were not impacted by the overall process. Such regions are said to be Maximally-Stable Extremal Regions (MSER).
In another manuscript, the candidate regions were detected by MSER [22] . As the nature of MSER suggests, the individual characters are not detected correctly by it because most of the times, it is used to find the region of interest. Hence, it has been proven to be suitable to find the number of characters or words. In general, MSERs in an image is categorized into three classes. The first class corresponds to individual characters, while the second class may have an arbitrary number of characters, whereas the third class may contain all non-textual background content. They estimated characters on the basis of character strokes. The character area was expanded by calculating the distance transform map, which depends on the basis of the calculated binary mask. Here, the pixels played an important role, and local maximum distance was considered for extremal region detection. For the purpose of calculating character stroke area A s [22] , the following equation is used,
where S is the stroke and d i is the distance of pixel i to the boundary. Their proposed estimation was taken as correct only for the strokes that have an odd width, while it became inaccurate on even widths. The boundaries of stroke pixels were not connected to each other because of this noise. This has been compensated by introducing weight w i as follows,
where N i denotes the number of stroke pixels in the 3 × 3 matrix. Another very interesting manuscript describing MSER was proposed by [47] . They exploited the characteristics of MSER to detect text from given images. For efficient processing, they predicted extremal regions in an image and took computational complexity into consideration. The search space was also limited by linear timing.
After examining numerous manuscripts describing the use of MSER, it is observed that MSER is a very important and suitable technique to detect character candidates from a scene image. It is also considered as an invariant to affine transformation. By keeping its ability to search the point of interest in the provided area, it can produce good results with low quality images. The implementation complexity is O(nlog(log(n))), where n is the number of pixels in an image. Although this algorithm is more suitable for text detection, in some situations, it might detect false positives, which can further be investigated by applying various checks for the purpose of eliminating regions that are not of interest from a given image.
Toggle mapping: The work presented by Fabrizio et al. [9] is based on toggle mapping method to segment the text from natural scene images. It is defined as a morphological operator first introduced by [49] . Toggle mapping maps the function f onto a set of functions. It is primarily used for contrast enhancement and noise reduction. As explained in [9] , the proposed method is used to segment the greyscale image I into two sets of functions h1 and h2. The morphological erosion of I was done by h1, and morphological dilatation of I was performed by h2. Hence, their proposed method can detect the boundary, but introduces salt and pepper noise on homogeneous regions. In order to control the noise appearing in homogeneous regions, it is essential to take a value that represents the homogeneous region. Therefore, three parameters were taken into consideration, i.e., h1, h2 and minimal contrast C min . They evaluated their proposed method on 501 readable characters and compared their results with the Ultimate opening, Sauvola and Niblack filters. They found a high percentage, i.e., 74.85% of correctly-segmented characters in their proposed method for text segmentation.
Graph-cut method for scene text localization: The scene text localization method based on the graph cut approach was presented by [24] . The edges of an image are first extracted through the local maximum difference filter, and the,n the image is clustered based on colour information. The candidate regions contact the text that was identified by combining geometric structures. The spatial information of scene text in a skeleton image was generated by extracting the edges. The characters were realized by applying heuristic rules in addition to connected components. At the end, they applied the graph cut approach for the purpose to identify and localize text lines correctly.
They performed comprehensive evaluation experiments on four datasets (i.e., ICDAR2003, ICDAR2011, MSRA-TD500 and the Street View Text (SVT)) for the purpose of validating their proposed method. They concluded that their approach produced state-of-the-art results on diverse fonts, sizes, and colours in different languages regardless of the impact caused by illumination.
Methods Designed for Feature Extraction
In the context of machine learning and pattern recognition applications, features are considered as the backbone of any recognition system. In this sub-section, the importance of feature extraction techniques by providing the analysis of recently-proposed methods reporting good accuracy is presented.
The feature values derived from the raw or initial set of given data intend discriminative and non-redundant data. This discriminative and non-redundant data facilitate the process of further classification and learning steps. There are numerous feature extraction methods proposed by various researchers designed specifically for scene text images. The detail about prominent methods is depicted in the following paragraphs.
Global sampling: As described in [35] , the scene text character's recognition performance is evaluated by considering the comparison of different sampling methods, i.e., local and global sampling, feature descriptors [16, [50] [51] [52] , dictionary sizes, coding and pooling schemes [53] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) kernels [15] . To obtain the features from local sampling as mentioned in [35] , the keypoint detection, compute local descriptors, build dictionary of visual words and feature pooling and coding to get the histogram of visual words are important to investigate due to their discriminative nature. They computed the descriptors from a character that is patched by global sampling without considering keypoints, local descriptors, coding and pooling. The features they found by following their process are regarded as distinct features that are ready for classification.
Multiscale histogram gradient descriptors: The multiscale histogram of oriented gradient descriptors as a feature vector was reported by [10] . They included features at multiple scales in a column-wise manner of the HOG descriptor and evaluated the performance on Latin scene text images having variation of characters. The oriented gradients were calculated using the derivative of Gaussian filters. Then, the total strength of each variation was summed up, and this process continued on each block in an image. Each histogram with respect to each block was normalized so as to sum up the total variation across all orientations. In this way, they made a single descriptor for each image. They evaluated their proposed technique on two commonly-used datasets, i.e., Chars74K [54] and ICDAR03-CH [55] . Chars74k contains 62 classes, which include number, upper and lower case characters. The other dataset they used was ICDAR03-CH, which is the character recognition dataset that was presented at the robust reading competition in ICDAR2003. This dataset is similar to Chars74k. In addition, it included the images of punctuation symbols. They split the Chars74k dataset into Chars74k-5 and Chars74k-15 training images per class. The ICDAR03-CH-5 dataset was used with four training images per class. The reported accuracy using multiscale HOG was 50%, 60% and 49% and by HOG columns was 59%, 67% and 58% on Chars74k-5, Chars74k-15 and ICDAR03-CH-5, respectively. Scale-Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT): This is a main computer vision algorithm that is used to define the local features of an image. The local features that it detects are the keypoints that are not affected by image transformation. The extracted keypoints from the SIFT algorithm are depicted in Figure 6 . The scale-invariant approach is applied to Arabic scene text recognition [31] with the combination of sparse coding [56] and spatial pyramid matching [57] , as shown in Figure 7 . They extracted the local features from SIFT [38] , which is considered as a very efficient technique that demonstrates and extracts the most relevant distinguished local features. In order to get more precise information of an image, the weighted linear super-position function is applied to extracted descriptors.
The input image was divided into sub-regions, then features relevant to a specific sub-region using different scales were modelled into the histogram. Later, they applied the pooling technique to summarize all the features representing the image. The evaluation was performed on two publicly-available datasets, i.e., Chars74 and ICDAR03, and reported 73.1% and 75.3% accuracy, respectively. They also proposed their own dataset named Arabic Scene Text Characters (STC) and evaluated the performance of their proposed system on it. Moreover, they reported 60.4% character recognition accuracy on their proposed dataset. Another paper that represents Chinese handwritten character recognition by considering SIFT descriptors was proposed by [58] . They modified the SIFT descriptor according to the characteristics of Chinese characters. The pre-processing was performed by passing each image through linear normalization and then performing elastic meshing [59] for the purpose of rectifying the invariance of the same characters written by various individuals. Moreover, they also extracted Gabor and gradient features of an image. Every extracted feature vector was compressed to 256 dimensions by Linear Discriminative Analysis (LDA). They performed experiments on different window sizes with various dimensions. The discussion about their detailed experiments can be found in their manuscript.
A very interesting work on local features extraction based on template images was proposed by [60] . Their motive was to read the text in complex images in the presence of built-in noise associated with it. They proposed a new method for building the template in the absence of influential noise. After performing normalization, enhancement and binarization, they extracted scale-invariant features from the template image and from the complex image, as well. If some features were missing or not recognized, then their proposed geometrical verification algorithm was applied to correct the error. They evaluated their proposed technique on more than 200, 000 images having three scripts, i.e., Chinese, Japanese and Korean script. On single character recognition, they obtained 94.1% accuracy, while on multiple character recognition, they obtained 89.6% accuracy.
Hybrid features: In [48] , the hybrid feature extraction approach was proposed by determining the stroke width, area, aspect ratio, perimeter, number and area of holes as a feature associated with each given text image. These features were examined and further passed to the classifier. The description about each feature is detailed in their manuscript. Their proposed method was evaluated on various benchmark datasets like Latin and multilingual scripts. The dataset, named as MSRA-TD500 , ICDAR2011, ICDAR2013, except the ICDAR2011 dataset, and other datasets contain multilingual texts including Hindi and Arabic text, as well. Furthermore, they also evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm on their collected data samples. L. Neumann et al. [14] used eight different hybrid features of the text detected by MSER. The identified features were character width, character surface, aspect ratio, stroke width, character height, character colour, vertical distance bottom line and MSER margin. They passed these features to the classifier to train the network. The two publicly-available datasets ICDAR2003 and Char74K dataset were evaluated. The reported accuracy was 74% on the Char74K dataset, while on ICDAR2003, they achieved 62% accuracy. Table 1 summarizes the detail about feature extraction approaches that have recently been proposed for cursive and non-cursive scripts. The IIIT-5k as mentioned in Table 1 is a dataset compiled by International Institutue of Information Technology (IIIT) whereas, Indian Statistical Institute (ISI) compiled ISI-Bengali characters dataset. The ETL Character database was prepared by the Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) in Japan.
Classification Techniques for Scene Text Recognition
Classification refers to the statistical analysis of training observations under supervised and unsupervised learning. The classifiers analyse the numerical properties of a given image. These numerical properties are the distinctive features that represent the image in question. There are numerous state-of-the-art classifiers that have been proposed during recent years, but most of them depict the process of learning through unsupervised methods [15, 62] . The summarized version of a few proposed classification techniques with their references are elaborated as follows.
Nearest neighbour classifier: The nearest neighbour classifier is categorized as a non-parametric method used to train the given sample based on the closet trained neighbour in the feature vector. An interesting work representing nearest neighbour as the feature vector was proposed by [14] . The candidate regions that have been extracted by oriented stroke information are labelled by Unicode.
In their experiments, they took the extracted region as black in colour with a white background. They considered 62 character classes written in 90 font styles. In total, they had 5580 training samples.
In another manuscript, the nearest neighbour classifier was used by [63] to train and classify the given pattern. For the purpose of obtaining the maximum performance, they set the value of K to 11. They evaluated their proposed technique on the ICDAR2011 Robust Reading Competition dataset [2] by using an evaluation protocol of ICDAR2011 [64] . The results were reported as recall of 66.4%, while the precision was measured as 79.3%. They concluded that their recall results were better than the winner of the ICDAR2011 Robust Reading Competition, which reported 62%, and Shi's method, which reported 63% [65] .
Neural network as a classifier: The artificial neural network is considered as a reliable classifier, which is inspired by the human way of learning things. A recent and novel work on isolated Arabic scene character recognition using a deep learning classifier was proposed by [13] . They used a convolutional neural network and trained the classifier on different character orientations. They further formulated the training on 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 filter sizes by keeping the stride values of one and two. Moreover, various learning rates have been applied for the purpose to get maximum accuracy. They reported a 0.15% error rate on the recognition of isolated characters.
The work presented by Mao et al. [11] is scale-based region growing technique to detect text in an image, while the neural network was proposed to learn the pattern. They decomposed the input into 128 dimensions, which is further passed on to a hidden layer network of 40 in size. They trained 67% of the dataset samples, while the remaining 33% were used to test the trained network. They evaluated their technique on ICDAR2003, ICDAR2005, the Stroke Width Transformation (SWT) dataset and their proposed Multilingual scale based region growing (MSRG) dataset. The SIFT keypoints were extracted and reported to have 81% accuracy on ICDAR, 87.90% on SWT and 86.46% on MSRG, respectively.
The latest work on Latin or English using Convolutional neural Networks (ConvNets) was recently proposed by [61] . They proposed a multi-stage approach for script identification. At first, the text image was normalized by an x-height of 64 pixels while maintaining its aspect ratio, then they applied the sliding window approach to extract 32 × 32 image patches, which they called stroke parts. Later, each part was presented to ConvNets to get feature values. Furthermore, L.G Bigorda et al. [61] explained that each text line is represented as a stroke part's descriptor. They designed the same structure and followed the same pre-processing steps as explained in [62] . They employed the K-means algorithm on extracted patches to learn the convolutional kernels of ConvNets. Instead of extracting convolutional features from a single image with a single vector as performed by [62] , a set of convolutional feature vectors was extracted from parts of the image. If applying ConvNets on extracted image patches, it cannot provide stable and good convolutional features because of the inherent complexity attached to cursive scripts. Hence, they further suggested an idea of merging the Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbour (NBNN) classifier [66] with their proposed solution. The notion behind the said classifier is to compute the image directly without defining intermediate quantized descriptors. Thus, all extracted image patches were given to NBNN to compute the maximum difference of all provided templates that exist in other classes except for its own class. They reported the number of experimental variations on two publicly-available datasets and their own prepared dataset named Video Script Identification Competition (CVSI-2015) [33] , the ICDAR 2013 dataset and their proposed dataset named MultiLingual end to end (MLe2e) , which is comprised of 711 multilingual scene text images. Among various experiments as described in their manuscript, they also performed cross-validation of their trained network on the above-mentioned datasets. The trained network on their proposed dataset MLe2e obtained higher accuracy on given test images of CVSI and ICDAR 2013, which was 70.22% and 94.70%, while on MLe2e, they obtained 91.67% accuracy.
Hybrid classifier: T. E. de Campos et al. [54] proposed three classification schemes, i.e., the Nearest Neighbour (NN) classifier, SVM and Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL). They performed detailed experiments and reported results on their collected dataset. The collected samples contained Latin and Kannada text. There were 657 numbers of classes for Kannada text with few variations. The determination of accurate text is still a cumbersome task in text detection in natural image. Thus, they manually localized the text. Moreover, they gathered characters generated through synthetic means.
The proposed technique was evaluated on 1922 natural images, 3410 handwritten English characters and 16425 Kannada characters written by 55 and 25 volunteers, respectively, as presented in Figure 8 . They considered six different types of local features such as shape contexts [17] , geometric blur [18] , scale-invariant feature transform [67] , spin image [68] , maximum response of filters [69] and patch descriptor [70] . The detail about each feature can be seen in [54] . They also Support Vector Machine (SVM): This is another machine learning approach that is used to classify the data by performing regression analysis using supervised learning methods. In a survey paper presented by Yi et al. [35] , the work on SVM is compiled and depicted good results on global sampling. The Char74K and ICDAR2003 datasets were used to evaluate their proposed methodology. All experimentation was performed by the SVM classifier [71] . The reported accuracy was 62% on the CHARS74K-15 dataset and 76% on the ICDAR2003 CH dataset using global HOG as a feature vector, while on local HOG, the reported accuracies were 58% and 75% on the above-mentioned datasets, respectively. The work proposed by Neumann et al. [72] also trained the SVM classifier on their proposed dataset. They evaluated the performance on the Char74K dataset by following the protocol defined by Campos et.al [54] . The classifier was trained on 7705 annotated characters extracted from 636 images. They also created a language model with 1000 frequently-used English words. They evaluated the character recognition by considering three situations, i.e., a character has been localized and recognized correctly, so the given character is matched; the second situation is when a character has been localized correctly, but not recognized, which led to the problem of the mismatched case. In other words, when the character was not correctly localized, this meant that the character was not found. They compared their results with Campos et al. [54] and found that their technique produced better results, which was 71.6% in comparison to 54.3%.
K-means clustering: This is one of the most prominent and simple unsupervised learning algorithms that classifies the given data through a certain number of clusters. One such work was presented by [62] . They proposed an unsupervised learning algorithm that generates features that were used for classification. They guesstimated the variant of K-means clustering and compared their yielded results with other methods. The input image was normalized by compressing the image into a 32 × 32 image size and then collecting 8 × 8 grayscale patches of images, then applying the statistical preprocessing whitening technique as proposed by [73] to the yielded patches, which helped them to make another dataset. They took a number of patches for the purpose of obtaining the vector of pixels, which was normalized with respect to contrast and brightness, and put them in the dictionary. As they applied the K-means variant of clustering, their classifier learned the set of normalized vectors using the inner product as the similarity measure. They evaluated their ICDAR 2003 dataset using linear SVM and reported character recognition accuracy on three different dataset classes, as further explained in their paper. The highest accuracy they reported was 85.5%.
Bayesian classifier: The Bayesian classifier is a probabilistic classifier based on the Bayes theorem, which helps to predict the independent assumption about the features. One such work was presented by [34] . The text candidates were obtained by intersecting the output of the Bayesian classifier and the canny edge map of input image. They assumed that the orientation and size of a font does not have any impact on recognition due to the proposed Bayesian classifier. The connected component method was used to make a bounding box of a text. They evaluated the performance of their proposed technique on their collected dataset named Hua [74] and ICDAR 2003 [55] .
Minimum Euclidean distance classifier: This is suitable to compute unknown patterns and predict the decision based on the smallest distance. The proposed work by Zhang et al. [58] presented the minimum Euclidean classifier to learn the unknown patterns of Chinese handwritten script recognition. The experimental data contained 3755 frequently-used simplified Chinese characters, which were normalized into 64 × 64 pixels. This dataset was collected by Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications. The reported results were produced on 6, 7, 8 and 9 subregions. The best result was computed by fixing the sub region on seven and obtained 94.80% accuracy. In another experiment, they evaluated their proposed amended SIFT feature's (Char-SIFT) performance compared to the standard SIFT technique. Their result showed good accuracy as 94.66% on linear discriminative analysis; whereas, on each feature, i.e., Gabor, gradient and Char-SIFT, they reported accuracies of 96.58%, 97.52% and 97.86%, respectively.
Fully-Convolutional Networks (FCN): Another very interesting paper on text detection and recognition was presented by [75] . The fully-convolutional network classifier was proposed and trained on multi-oriented Chinese text. They considered the local and global aspect of a given text for correct text localization. They first trained the model to predict the salient features of a given text image, then the hypothesis for the text line was estimated by combining salient features and character components. The false hypothesis was removed by FCN after computing the centroid. They reported very good results on three text detection benchmarks, i.e., MSRA-TD500, ICDAR2015 and ICDAR2013. Gomez et al. [61] Convolutional neural multilingual CVSI , MLe2e dataset network and K-means Campos et al. [54] Nearest neighbour, Latin, Kannada Own compiled SVM and kernel learning Mao et al. [11] Neural network Latin, multilingual ICDAR, SWT, MSRG Wu et al. [59] Minimum Euclidean distance classifier Chinese ETL9B
Zheng et al. [60] NR Chinese, Japanese, Korean Datasets A, B, C, D, E (own compiled)
Zhang et al. [75] Fully-convolutional network Chinese MSRA-TD500, ICDAR2015 and ICDAR2013
Arabic Scene Text Datasets
The dataset plays a very dominant role in investigating the potential of numerous classifiers. Various efforts have been reported for capturing and preparing the datasets for Arabic text in natural images in the recent past. Some articles presented a survey on available open access datasets and tools specifically designed for Arabic text detection and recognition in video frames captured by news channels [76] . The benchmark dataset for Arabic scene text still requires more effort to standardized the research as far as Arabic scene text analysis is concerned. The description of a few available datasets is revealed as follows. In addition to available datasets, this survey also describes the details of our collected data samples.
ARASTEC (ARAbic Scene TExt Characters) 2015: A recently-compiled dataset was prepared by [31] . ARASTEC is an abbreviation of ARAbic Scene TExt Characters. They captured 260 natural images containing Arabic text. Images were taken from sign boards, hoardings, and advertisements. They manually segmented characters from images and obtained 100 classes depending on the position of a character in a word depicting 28 Arabic characters. They obtained 30-40 variations of each class. The sample Arabic text image of the ARASTEC2015 dataset is shown in Figure 9 . ALIF: This is considered one of the first Arabic embedded text recognition datasets, proposed by [77] . The gathered samples were taken from various Arabic TV broadcasts, e.g., Al Jazeera, Al Arabiya, France 24 Arabic, BBC Arabic and Al-Hiwar Arabic. They localized Arabic text from 64 recorded videos. There is a wide variety of text specification like colours, styles and font size. In addition, the text visibility is also impacted by acquisition conditions, e.g., contrast, luminosity and background colour, which make the dataset challenging to apply to evaluate state-of-the-art techniques. The ALIF dataset contains 89,819 characters, 52,410 paws and 18,041 words. The data that were collected had more than 20 fonts. Their proposed network was trained on 4152 text images, which covered a wide variability of acquired text. The potential of the trained network was evaluated on three different test sets. The first test included 900 images, which were selected from the same channels used during training. The second test set was applied in the same setting as the previous one, but with 400 additional images. The third test set had large variations of text with respect to font and size. It had 1022 text images in total. The complexity associated with camera-captured text images is different in comparison with printed text, as shown in Figure 10 . APTI (Arabic Printed Text Image): The APTI database was introduced by [78] . They generated Arabic data synthetically with font variations, different sizes and different styles like bold/italic. The samples were also decomposed into ligatures. The lexicon was divided into 113,284 words written in 10 different Arabic font styles by fixing 10 font sizes, but in four different font styles. Their dataset had 45,313,600 single-word images with more than 250 million characters.
In camera-captured text images, there is a need to deal with non-text captured objects, which are categorized as noise in an image that should be removed as a part of the pre-processing. Another challenging factor attached to camera-captured text images is illumination variation. The details from the given facts suggest that extensive pre-processing is required for camera-captured text image. As the APTI dataset was generated synthetically, this dataset can be treated as another category, because it was generated differently, as shown in Figure 11 . English-Arabic Scene Text Recognition (EASTR) dataset: The unavailability of an Arabic scene text dataset is a main hurdle in performing detailed research in this particular script as far as Arabic text recognition in natural images is concerned. In most Middle Eastern countries, the text appearing on signboards and hoardings is usually written English and Arabic, which prompted us to prepare a dataset for English in addition to Arabic, as shown in Figure 12 . By considering an uncontrolled environment, we attempted to capture the maximum variations of Arabic text. The collected samples were segmented into English and Arabic text lines and numerals. EASTR-42K covers a huge variety of English and Arabic scene text appearing in uncontrolled environments. The details about the EASTR-42k collection are briefly elaborated in Table 3 . Table 3 . EASTR-42K division based on complexity. 
Language Text Lines Words Characters

Advances of Deep Learning Network in Text Analysis
Intelligent applications assist humans in a wide variety of fields. Although they are not an ultimate replacement of human work, they are specialized in some aspect of human behaviour and produce results in a very efficient manner. Machine learning, which is considered as a sub-field of artificial intelligence, takes a leading role in exhibiting efficient behaviour. The machine learning systems are implemented with deep learning networks where the hidden layer network is deeply interconnected following a deep learning architecture. In recent years, machine learning has produced state-of-the-art results in Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications, especially in text analysis. The deep learning architecture produced impressive advancement in text analysis, as witnessed in [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] . Due to the densely-connected hidden layer, the deep learning network presented superior results on printed cursive text. As surveyed, the ConvNets and RNN-based LSTM networks are usually used to realize the deep learning architecture designed for cursive text analysis. The improvements can be suggested by adapting the LSTM architecture or by presenting a hybrid solution. This thesis proposes adapted ConvNets and the LSTM network by connecting the hidden layer neurons. The novel contribution is presented by incorporating the transfer learning experience with ConvNets on handwritten cursive script. Another contribution is to propose an adapted multidimensional LSTM network-based hierarchical subsampling approach on cursive scene text. The detail about the recent research presented using deep learning architecture is presented as follows.
Recurrent Neural Networks
Arabic script is represented in a contextual manner. The contextual learning is possible through RNN networks as each character in Arabic script depends on its previous character and predicts the next character at the current point in time. If context is eliminated from Arabic script, then recognition is not possible. Therefore, for cursive scene text analysis, the focus shifts from traditional backpropagation to context learning classifiers. Recent years' work as explained in [4] [5] [6] 84] on Arabic-like script used the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) approach for text classification. The RNN is suitable for problems where context is important to learn. The MDLSTM is considered as a connectionist approach, which mainly relies on the Multidimensional Recurrent Neural Network (MDRNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks. The multidimensional LSTM follows the RNN approach to learn the sequences. All past sequences with respect to the current point in time are accumulated to predict the output character. The RNN provides an appropriate architecture for Arabic scene text recognition. The Arabic scene text image requires extensive pre-processing before applying the learning classifier. The pre-processing includes skew correction, removal of non-text elements from an image, conversion of the text image into standard format and feature extraction, which is a very crucial part machine learning tasks.
The deep learning architecture is implemented at the hidden layer of the LSTM network. As shown in Figure 13 , the dotted lines marked at the hidden layer represent interconnection among memory blocks. The hidden layer can be adapted by inclusion of more than one layer, and the calculation at the hidden layer could be optimized by the interconnection of hidden layers at different levels, as adopted in the proposed thesis. The level of hidden layers and their interconnections among each other present the idea of the deeply interconnected network, which takes more time during gradient computation than usual, but exhibits good results in the learning of complex patterns, as experimented by [5, 85] . Both works presented by Saeeda et al. rely on the deep MDLSTM architecture for learning the complex pattern of printed Urdu data. The deep MDLSTM network with its adapted architecture is followed in this proposed thesis, as it has not been extensively experimented on Arabic scene text recognition. 
Convolutional Neural Networks
Although ConvNets are suitable for feature extraction, they can be used as a learning classifier. The convolutional aspect of learning the convolved features by the shared weight architecture make ConvNets a deep learning architecture. ConvNets comprise a three-layer architecture where the hidden layer consist of convolutional layers, which are usually divided into activation function, pooling layers, fully-connected layers and normalized layers. The convolutional layers take data from the input layer, convolve them and delegate them to the next layer. The convolutional features are further processed or selected by the pooling strategy, i.e., the maximum pooling that takes the maximum value from each receptive field of neurons and at the earlier layer. The average pooling and minimum pooling can also be applied to convolved features. The receptive fields are square boxes containing neurons, as represented in Figure 14 . The detailed feature extraction procedure using ConvNets is very much applicable to complex data like Arabic whether presented as a printed, scene text or as handwritten form. The latest work on Latin or English using ConvNets was recently proposed by [61] . They proposed a multi-stage approach for script identification. At first, the text image was normalized by an x-height of 64 pixels while maintaining its aspect ratio, then applying the sliding window approach to extract 32 × 32 image patches, which they called stroke parts. Later, each part was presented to ConvNets to get the feature values. Furthermore, L.G Bigorda et al. [61] explained that each text line is represented as a stroke part's descriptor. They designed the same structure and followed the same pre-processing steps as explained in [62] . They employed the K-means algorithm on extracted patches to learn the convolutional kernels of ConvNets. Instead of extracting convolutional features from a single image with a single vector, as performed by [62] , a set of convolutional feature vectors was extracted from parts of the image. Convolutional neural Networks (ConvNets) are another choice to learn the provided patterns, but they are instance learners, which is suitable where data are uncorrelated, like only the characters. If applying ConvNets on extracted image patches, this might not provide stable and good convolutional features because of the inherent complexity attached to cursive scripts. Although this is a good option for feature extraction and mostly applied for feature extraction, they further suggested the idea of merging the Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbour (NBNN) classifier with their proposed solution. The notion behind the said classifier is to compute the image directly without defining intermediate quantized descriptors. Thus, all extracted image patches were given to NBNN to compute the maximum difference of all provided templates that exist in other classes except for its own class. They reported the number of experimental variations on two publicly-available datasets and their own prepared dataset, named the Video Script Identification [8, 33] dataset, as well as their proposed dataset for multilingual script named MLe2e, which was comprised of 711 multilingual scene text images. Among various experiments as described in their manuscript, they also performed cross-validation of their trained network on the above-mentioned datasets. The trained network on their proposed dataset MLe2e obtained higher accuracy on the given test images of CVSI and ICDAR 2013, which was 70.22% and 94.70%, while on MLe2e, they obtained 91.67% accuracy.
Recently-Proposed Deep Learning Research
This section compiles the work to address the issues of scene text analysis presented in 2017 and 2018 using the deep learning architecture.
Several novel deep learning works presented in recent years specifically proposed techniques for correct localization of cursive text. One such work was presented by [79] . The arbitrarily-oriented scene text detection was presented via rotation proposals. By using higher convolutional layers of the network, inclined rectangular proposals are generated with higher accuracy. The pooling strategy was proposed, which is adapted based on rotated Regions of Interest (RoIs). Their proposed technique was evaluated on three real-world text detection datasets, i.e., MSRA-TD500, ICDAR2013 and ICDAR 2015, and obtained good precision, recall and f-measure score. Another novel solution presenting the feature extraction method for scene text extraction was presented by [86] . The super-pixel approach was proposed based on the stroke feature transform approach that was based on deep learning feature classification for text detection. Their proposed technique used deep ConvNets, where each character was predicted by using the pixel value. The hand-crafted features were also used, and they proposed a solution by the fusion of both to obtain high performance system. They evaluated their proposed system on three benchmark datasets, i.e., the ICDAR2011, ICDAR2013 and SVT datasets, and reported the best precision, recall and f-measure score on these datasets. The work on text detection from video images was recently proposed by [80] . They proposed a Bayesian-based network for text detection and recognition. The proposed a system framework composed of three major components, i.e., text tracking, tracking-based text detection and tracking-based text recognition. The details about each category were presented in their article. The detection of text was improved by the proposed multi-frame integration. They evaluated the presented technique on their proposed video text (VidTEXT) dataset collected at University of Science and Technology Beijing (USTB), named USTB-VidTEXT which is publicly available. They reported encouraging results using their proposed techniques. An arbitrarily-oriented text detection by a fully-connected end-to-end convolutional neural network was presented by [81] and also discussed in [65] . The words were predicted by bounding boxes via a presented novel regression model. They evaluated their novel technique on four publicly-available datasets, i.e., the ICDAR 2015, ICDAR 2013, Component Objects in COntext (COCO)-Text images and SVT datasets. They reported state-of-the-art results on publicly-available datasets. The multiple convolutional neural network was proposed by [82] . Their proposed method consisted of three steps, i.e., text-aware, text extraction, text refinement and classification. The proposed architecture by traditional ConvNets, but using multiple layers was used. The proposed technique was evaluated on the ICDAR 2011, ICDAR 2013, ICDAR 2015 and SVT datasets. The details about their performed experiment can be found in their article.
A work on cursive scene text feature extraction was proposed by [83] . The feature extraction approach for Chinese scene text was presented. The features were extracted from the complex structure of Chinese characters by ConvNets. A text structure component detector was presented as one of the layers in ConvNets, which produced robust results on Chinese scene character recognition. The presented technique was evaluated on two Chinese scene text datasets.
By assessing the latest work on scene text analysis as summarized in Table 4 , new techniques designed for text detection and classification are presented. Most of the work presented Latin scene text analysis, but few works presented cursive scene text analysis. As this paper is presenting a comprehensive survey on cursive scene text analysis research, therefore, the emphasizes is to investigate the performance of methods presented for scene text detection designed for cursive text, which is very difficult to perform during the whole process of text recognition. In most of the presented techniques, ConvNets were discussed as a base model, which was experimented on by the inclusion of the adapted architecture. 
Discussion
This survey summarized the latest trends and techniques that have been applied to cursive scene text recognition, specifically in Arabic script. This section elaborate how the discussed approaches can assist in text detection and recognition of Arabic text appearing in natural images. The prime concern in scene text images is to localize the text in the presence of non-textual patterns. In this survey, the latest trends that were specifically designed for text localization and classification with state-of-the-art techniques are discussed.
The pre-processing of an image is an initial, but essential step, which is considered before applying text localization techniques. The pre-processing requires a homogeneous size and display of an image later, and text localization techniques can be applied to given standardized scene text images. It was learned from the literature that on the basis of scene text complexity, the learning process can further be divided into three major phases (i.e., text localization, feature extraction and text recognition). As noticed in this survey paper, most of the techniques were presented for Latin scene text segmentation, but if one applies these techniques to Arabic script, then it would not produce the expected results. The main reason for this variance in results is the difference of the text's appearance in both scripts.
The reported work on Arabic scene text analysis (as mentioned in the previous section) used manual segmentation by keeping in view the complex structure of Arabic because of the cursive complexity associated with this script in order to obtain high precision in recognition. The subsequent phase after text localization is feature extraction. The feature extraction is meant to observe distinctive properties that exist in the provided sample. In machine learning tasks, the features behave as a backbone for recognition purposes. In this manuscript, the feature extraction approaches defined for cursive scene text recognition are discussed. Being a cursive language and having a complex structure, every character in Arabic has four representations based on its position in a word. At each position, the representation of the character is different. With this constraint, the standardized segmentation approaches may not perform well. In Arabic, the context of character is very important to learn. There is a need to know the previous character so that the next character can be predicted in a word. In this way, sequence learning becomes an integral part of Arabic script analysis. Every acquired text image has built-in features associated with it. These features can be categorized as a unique attribute of an image. As in the feature extraction phase, there is a need to investigate each scene text image so that proper features may be classified during learning. In Arabic, the context is crucial to learn and also to be a part of the given sample during the feature extraction phase. In this paper, some important feature extraction techniques are summarized like global sampling, histogram gradients, scale-invariant transformation and hybrid feature extraction approaches. Among the discussed approaches, SIFT is more relevant to Arabic scene text feature extraction proposed by most researchers with little adaptation. Another very important feature learning approach is window based. By declaring the size of a window in an image, all pixels of an image are considered as a feature regardless of individual character representation. By doing so, the contextual representation of Arabic scene text images is considered.
The extracted features with the corresponding text image are presented to the classifier. The learning of the classification model can be defined as supervised and unsupervised. Most of the work presented in the survey depicts the learning process in an unsupervised manner. Our survey captured the latest trends in cursive scene text recognition by focusing on Arabic scene text. Despite some efforts to make a standard Arabic scene text dataset, we have yet to define a detailed scene text dataset for Arabic script. During classification, such a model should be adopted that can learn the characters with contextual information. In other words, the preference is to learn sequence models for Arabic-like script learning. The best state-of-the-art sequence learner is RNN. The RNN has been adapted to Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks, which have been proven to be very useful in Arabic-like text appearing in printed and handwritten script recognition [6, 84] . Another very important aspect in relation to Arabic scene text recognition is that the classification techniques based on supervised learning models have not been applied to available datasets.
This survey has provided insight into the on-going research related to Arabic scene text in particular. The details of the collected dataset that is specifically designed for Arabic text analysis in natural images are provided. The overall motive is to provide researchers a viewpoint so that they can assess the potential of their proposed architecture in this unexplored field.
Future Directions
The state-of-the-art techniques that have been applied to cursive scene text recognition are summarized in this survey. The emphasis is to have an idea about how research can be performed on recognition of Arabic script appearing in natural images. Future challenges are identified by keeping Arabic script in perspective. Some possible future directions may include:
1. Lack of publicly-available Arabic scene text dataset: Capture and compiling Arabic script scene images is an old challenge itself. The text in natural images usually appears with blur, shudder and at low resolution. Taking an ideal image for research purposes is a provocative task. Although few Arabic scene text datasets are available as reported in [87] , to define a detailed dataset in which natural images have text captured in the presence of illumination variation, different text sizes and font styles, there is a need for research on cursive scene text analysis. To create such a dataset, it may prove to be a starting point to address the intrinsic challenges associated with Arabic text in natural images. 2. Localization/detection of text: One of the difficult tasks in scene text images is to localize the text correctly by specific techniques or specialized tools. Extracting text with high precision is still a challenge for researchers to tackle. There exist various approaches to address this issue [4, 10, 30] . For the purpose of obtaining the segmentation of natural text accurately, Arabic text was localized manually in most of the reported research. A work about text localization of Latin script was presented with high precision by [2] , but for cursive script, which is still an open research problem. 3. Text image preprocessing: The scene text image contains unwanted data, which ultimately need to be removed. Most reported work removed such noise manually, or it can be removed by image processing techniques. However, in practical applications when the dataset is large, it is recommended to define methods that may help to make clean text images, as explained in [74] . In that case, an automatic layout analysis tool is preferred, which may detect and remove unwanted information from the given text. 4. Implicit segmentation techniques: Arabic script is very complex in nature due to its various representations of the same characters and ligatures' combination. The association of diacritic marks to a base character is another very important issue. Whilst the automated tools cannot accurately segment this intrinsic script, most of the reported work relied on implicit segmentation of Arabic text. In this regard, LSTM provides an implicit segmentation approach for text recognition as reported in recent research on Urdu character recognition presented by [4] [5] [6] . If some research is performed on extensive segmentation approaches, which yields the solution as an implicit method, then it may provide new horizons for researchers who want to exploit their ideas in this direction by using Arabic text recognition in natural images.
5. Apply state-of-the-art deep learning techniques: As mentioned before, most of the proposed Arabic scene text recognition has been exposed to an unsupervised learning algorithm. If applying the state-of-the-art supervised deep learning algorithm for the purpose of estimating correct parameters that are required for training the given sample, then this may lead to the proposal of a new dimension for learning complex patterns like Arabic, as tried by [30] . In this regard, one possible future direction may be the exposure of Arabic scene text images to supervised learning tasks and those deep learning classifiers that perform implicit segmentation of a given text image such as RNNs [7] , Convolutional neural Networks (ConvNets) [13] and Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory networks (BLSTM) [1] .
Conclusions
This paper aims to summarize recent research that has been performed in cursive scene text recognition specifically in Arabic text in natural images. The most significant and recently-proposed approaches have been explained. Initially, the paper presented details of various cursive scripts; later, the discussion narrowed down with respect to Arabic scene text recognition. Furthermore, this survey examines various text localization algorithms, feature extraction techniques and state-of-the-art classifiers. Most researchers prefer to localize scene text manually in order to get high precision. Another reason for manual extraction of Arabic text is its appearance with various sizes, orientations and font styles. Thus, scale-invariant features are also used because they play an important role in feature extraction. Some authors proposed hybrid feature extraction techniques, which are based on an adapted scale-invariant feature extraction with the combination of their own proposed method. As learned from the presented work, numerous authors proposed unsupervised learning classifiers for Arabic text recognition in natural images. For the purpose of exposing the challenges associated with cursive script, the research under discussion may be exploited by supervised learning methods, so as to obtain a benchmark performance on Arabic scene text recognition research. The discussion of available Arabic scene text datasets including the proposed EASTR dataset was presented. As observed from recently-proposed work, the deep learning architecture is used to address the problems of scene text detection and recognition. Therefore, the research based on deep learning architecture has significant importance in cursive scene text analysis. The future directions were explored by keeping in view the complexities associated with Arabic and Arabic-like scene text recognition after highlighting the current status of cursive scene text detection and recognition research.
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